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DATA REDUCTION SYSTEM FOR THE MODULAR
AURORAL PROBE1

N. EAKER
Division of Atmospheric and Space Sciences

Southwest Center for Advanced Studies
Dallas, Texas

Summary    A data processing system has been developed to process PCM and analog
data received from the Modular Auroral Probe series of rocket payloads. The system has
been designed to take advantage of the availability of an IBM 360-50 general purpose
digital computer with IBM 1827 and 1828 input/output terminals. Utilizing a general
purpose computer which has the above mentioned terminals has resulted in a minimum
cost in new equipment required to perform the processing operations.

Introduction    Sounding rocket programs are generally operated on a relatively small
budget. Unlike programs where the data processing is performed for the experimenter by
the contracting agency, sounding rocket telemetered data must in many cases be
processed by the experimenter. In most sounding rocket programs, the telemetered data
is processed by hand from paper records. With the present series of payloads developed
for the Modular Auroral Probe (MAP)2 program, one of the twelve data channels
contains PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) data operating at 16000 bps. With this high data
rate and with several flights planned each year it is necessary to have some automatic
technique of processing the data.

The telemetered data is obtained in much the same manner as in all sounding rocket
programs. The data is transmitted from the rocket during flight and recorded by analog
instrumentation recorders at the launching facility. During flight the PCM data is patched
from the ground station discriminators to a PCM decommutator for bit synchronization
ana waveform reshaping. A bit synchronized signal, PCM reshaped waveform, telemetry
receiver video, NASA 36 bit time code, and other necessary information is recorded on
the same magnetic tape.



The function of our system is to (1) accept the data from the analog tape, (2) store the
data as required to match the speed of the computer input terminals, (3) insert time into
the data stream so that a PCM word or analog sample may be located in time and
position throughout the flight, and (4) provide proper timing signals and data levels to
the computer. The PCM or digitized analog data and time code is placed on magnetic
tape to await further data analysis.

General Description    Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of the data processing
system. The system may be separated into three distinct groups (1) data reproduction, (2)
data multiplexing, and (3) computer.

The data reproduction group is composed of an Ampex FR1800L instrumentation
recorder, and Astrodata 5220 time code translator, and five EMR 287 frequency
discriminators with associated IRIG proportional bandwidth filters.

The data multiplexer group is composed of a special purpose Data Multiplexer which
provides all of the necessary timing and storage for handling digital and analog data plus
time code. The Multiplexer will handle MAP PCM data or 4 channels of analog data; it
will not accept PCM and analog data simultaneously. The Data Multiplexer is
constructed in a 5 1/4" x 19" rack mounted enclosure.

The computer group uses an IBM 360-50 digital computer with IBM 1827 and 1828 I/O
terminals respectively for digital and analog data. The 1828 contains a multiplexer and
an A-D converter for digitizing analog data. The computer group is located
approximately 200 feet from the Data Multiplexer; the groups are connected by two
cables - one for digital and one for analog data.

Computer Terminal Considerations    The 1827 input as used with this system consists
of 16 input data lines plus a sync line commanding the 1827 to read the terminals at a
given time. A “READY” line is available from the 1827 but it is not used. During PCM
data processing 8 of the terminals are used for parallel input of an 8 bit PCM word. The
remaining 8 bits are used for the time code input. The data is fed in a continuous stream
of 2000 bps and is synchronized in the data multiplexer so that the 8 bits appearing on
the terminals are aligned as a PCM word. The data could be read out of alignment;
however system check-out is made much simplier if the data is sent through the
computer with the 8 bits not only a PCM word but a computer half word. This alignment
allows a tape dump to be made of the processed data and the data to be scanned manually
to determine quickly if the data is being transmitted through the system properly. Since
the 2000 bps input rate is continuous for the full length of the input tape it is difficult to
perform calculations on the data while it is being read into the computer. The system
could be used with a large buffer storage; however in the initial check-out stage it has
been more convenient to use the first pass through the computer as a tape formating



operation. The computer used at this facility must be fully devoted to the 1827/1828
terminals when it is desired to process data; therefore, quick check-out at the beginning
of a processing run is desirable to detect improperly processed data to avoid a large
computer cost. Using the computer only as a formating device is not an efficient use of
computer time, but until the processing system has enough operating history to prove
that the data will be processed correctly, the cost to the rocket program will be less.

Time Code    The time code translator produces a BCD (1248) output of the time read
from the NASA 36 bit time code on the magnetic tape. The translator output is separated
into four groups which are multiplexed into the data sent to the computer. The output is
separated as follows:

(1) milliseconds - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8
hundreds of seconds - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8

(2) tenths of seconds - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8
(3) units of seconds - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8

tens of seconds - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8
(4) units of hours - bits 1, 2, 4, and 8

tens of hours - bits 1, 2, and 4

The translator output is fed to the Data Multiplexer where the four groups are placed in a
storage register. The storage register stores the time code after each translator update.
The output from the storage registers are fed to NAND gates where four of the inputs to
each gate are from one of the above groups. The other input to the gates is a strobe pulse
which commands a certain group to be sent to a NOR gate. Four strobe pulses are used
during each time read cycle which causes the time to be read in order from group 1 to 4.
The data is then fed to a buffer where level adjustments and line driving capabilities are
obtained. The buffer places the time on inputs 1 thru 8 of the 1827.

The time code translator inhibits updating its output registers 0.5 msec before the time
code is read from the registers. Neglecting tape skew and any other time delay problems
in the processing system the time code read into the data should be accurate to within
0.5 msec.

If real-time data is being processed or if there is no NASA 36 bit time code, a marker
may be manually set into the data stream to mark an event. When the marker push
button, located on the Multiplexer front panel, is pushed and held-in, code A716 is placed
on the eight bits normally used by the NASA time code data. Code BF16 is placed on the
terminals with the marker released. The marker is primarily designed for manually
indicating rocket liftoff if a time code is not used and the operator is forced to use the
voice countdown to determine the liftoff time.



PCM Data    The PCM data is fed to the Data Multiplexer where it is stored in an 8 bit
register (series in, parallel out). A clock pulse operating at the PCM bit rate is fed to the
register and to a 23 scaler. The scaler which is preset at the PCM frame or wo rd rate,
produces an output pulse for every 8 input pulses. The scaler output is fed to a delay
circuit which produces the necessary sync pulse to the 1827 terminal. The 8 bit PCM
data words which are stored one word at a time in the word register are read by the 1827
each time the 1827 receives a sync signal- The word register output feeds a buffer circuit
which places a PCM word on inputs 9 thru 16 of the 1827 terminal.

The time code is normally inserted into the PCM data at the beginning of each PCM
frame; however, it may be inserted more often by an appropriate inhibiting action. The
time code storage register is inhibited for 2 msec while the computer is reading the time
code.

Analog Data    Analog data is fed to the Data Multiplexer line drivers and on to the IBM
multiplexer associated with the 1828. The multiplexer is programmed to select the
desired analog input lines and to preset the signal to the A-D converter for digitizing.
The analog sync signal supplied by the Data Multiplexer logic and control section is
used to command the 1827 to commence a read cycle. The read cycle (sampling rate)
may be varied from 15.624 Hz to 2 kHz. The read cycle rate is determined by the
Multiplixer; however the length of time required by the computer to read the analog
inputs will, of course, depend upon the number of inputs being read.

The computer is programmed to read first the time code from the digital (1827) terminal
and then to read the desired number of analog (1828) inputs. testing of the system has
shown that there is a delay which varies from approximately 190 to 220 microseconds
from the time the sync pulse is sent to the 1827 until the first analog channel is read.
There is also a 57 microsecond delay between reading of adjacent analog channels. The
190 to 220 microsecond delay has a direct effect when it is desired to sample analog data
at a precise time - such as sampling PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulated) data. The 30
microsecond (220-190) variation is primarily due to the software used to control the I/O
system.

When processing analog data the 4 time groups are multiplexed into the data stream once
every 8 samples. Four analog samples are required to transmit the 4 time code groups;
therefore, for 4 samples the time code is being processed and for the next 4 samples the
Multiplexer input registers are being updated. The actual inhibit and processing time
varies with the cycle time.

The time code is multiplexed on the same 8 lines for both the PCM and analog data;
however, as an aid in computer reduction of the analog data a tag word has been added to
the time code data during the time the analog data is being processed. This tag word is



placed on the 8 digital terminal inputs normally used for PCM data - changing circuit
boards performs this operation. The tag word identifies each one of the 4 time code
groups multiplexed with the analog data.

Specifications    The following specifications apply to the system when it is used to
process MAP data.



Conclusions    This special processing system suscessfully allows rapid data analysis to
be performed for the Modular Auroral Probe series of sounding rockets. Experimential
results can be obtained quickly from a series of flights, and the data from any flight may
be rapidly processed to determine the success or failure of an instrument prior to the next
flight. The data is processed in real-time and stored on magnetic tape. Analysis of the
computerized data may be performed in minutes.
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 Figure 1.  Block Diagram - MAP Data Processing System




